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Summary: In the present review, the Aut�ors have evaluated the current status of the uti
lization of the principle -tum_or_ markei:s f5>r ova;ian _carcinoma in _c!inic�l gynecological practice. The 
major difficulty - in individualizing a single_ mark_�r is represented__ by the· histolog1cal differentiation 
of ·the tumor itself. In fact, whereas_ for the maligi:ia�t germ cell tumors, useful markers (AFP, 
B-HCG) are already available, for other _histologic�l �orm�. valid m�rkers have been identified only
because· _of_ the ava!labilitf of _the monoclonal an!i�o?y: CA 125., Ev�n i�. this _mark<:r can�ot _b�
propose.d for mass screenmg, it represents a useful instrument for the diagnosis and monitoring 
�f �varian carcinoma. The serum levels are well_ correlated with the clinical status of the patient and 
high concentrations of the marker are strongly indicative of disease progression at the second-look. 

Numerous other markers such as NB 70K, IAP, PLAP, CA 15-� and TAG 72, are actually in 
the clinical evaluation phase, for the most part in association with CA 125. 
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GENERAL FEATURES 
In the last few years biological markers 

have taken on an ever more important ro
le in the diagnosis, prognosis and espe
dally in the follow-up of ovarian tumours. 

Although tumour markers are now used 
routinely in clinical practice, it may be 
convenient for the purpose of this paper 
to mention that markers are defined as 
qualitatively and quantitatively detectable 
substances having a causal or probabilistic 
connection with malignant neoplasms (14). 

I.ndi_re�!ly,. biol?gical markers �iv� si
gnals indicating the presence and deve
lopment of a tumour, just as smoke is a 
signal of fire even if no fire can be seen, 
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but simply because smoke implies fire (65). 
Tumour markers are employed in clinical 
practice to bring out the differences bet
ween a normal subject and a patient with 
a neoplasm, and often to describe some 
differential characteristics of the same 
neoplasm as well. 

Among the different types of markers 
(genetic, cytoplasmatic, metabolic and di£
ferentiating markers, surface markers), 
great interest has been focussed on the 
markers circulating in biological fluids. 
Such markers can be analyzed in a single 
sample and could reveal the existence or 
the behaviour of a neoplasm. 

Tumour markers have a somewhat 
broad definition comprising both a multi
plicity of substances produced by cancer 
cells and a great number of biohumoural 
variations secondary to the effects of the 
tumour. Moreover, no marker among all 
those proposed so far is absolutely speci-
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